Defense in Depth
Title Protection
LEVERAGING CYBERSECURITY TECHNIQUES
CAN HELP KEEP SENIORS SAFE FROM TITLE
THIEVES AND PREDATORY LENDERS

Predation upon the elderly is a problem as old as human
civilization. But it has not reached its peak. Over the next
three decades, more than five trillion dollars’ worth of
home equity now held by America’s seniors will change
hands.1 Managed well, those transactions will help us live
out our lives in comfort and security as well as provide
wealth for our families. Managed poorly—without a plan
for protecting our property from fraudulent schemes—
many of those transactions will end up enriching bad
actors, leaving their victims destitute and their families
without inheritances.
A number of platforms have been developed in recent
years to allow parties to safely engage in transactions
that would otherwise be too risky. eBay, for example,
helps people purchase goods online from strangers.
Airbnb allows people to sleep in strangers’ homes.

SafetyDeed
has developed
a property
transaction
platform that
mitigates the risk
that homeowners
will fall victim to
fraud when they
grow older.

SafetyDeed has developed a property transaction
platform that mitigates the risk that homeowners will fall
victim to fraud when they grow older.

SafetyDeed combines legal engineering with cybersecurity techniques to safeguard
seniors if they develop diminished financial capacity and to close legal loopholes
available to bad actors. The result is a level of protection that previously was attainable
only by those wealthy enough to have their assets managed by trust companies.
Financial exploitation of the elderly costs Americans billions of dollars each year.
Fraud targeting seniors’ homes is particularly acute. These egregious crimes can eliminate
substantially all of their victims’ wealth at a point in their lives when they cannot recover.

The information contained herein is for discussion purposes only
and is not meant to convey legal, financial or tax advice.
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Americans are Growing Older
Experts warn the problem will grow worse
because America is aging. The population
aged 65 and over is projected to grow from 56
million in 2020 to 84 million in 2050; over half
will be women.2 One study found that women
were nearly twice as likely to be victims of elder
financial abuse as men.3
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
warns seniors to prepare for the possibility of
“diminished financial capacity,” which it defines
as “a decline in a person’s ability to manage
money and financial assets to serve his or her best

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

interests, including the inability to understand the
consequences of investment decisions.”4

Elder financial abuse comes in diverse
forms, with varying techniques, all
perpetrated by varying bad actors. For the
purpose of this discussion, we will focus
on a solution for property fraud.
Government and industry responses
to property fraud generally focus on
regulation and consumer education.
However, both approaches have
limitations.
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Regulations Don’t Protect Sellers
The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
(RESPA) and the Truth In Lending Act (TILA) are
largely designed to protect borrowers and buyers,
not sellers, which is a category many senior
victims fall into. Consumer protection regulations
also often do not apply to transactions involving
private lenders, cash transactions or gifts.
As for consumer awareness campaigns, the
resources put behind them are insufficient to
repel the barrage of attacks and sophisticated
selling techniques employed by bad actors.
This approach also tends to fail if a homeowner

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

experiences memory loss or diminished cognitive
ability or comes under undue influence.5

Several companies offer title monitoring
services whereby, for a monthly fee, they
will look for suspicious title activity.
Such services do not prevent fraud from
occurring nor do they provide protection
when a homeowner knowingly enters into
a transaction that she does not realize is
fraudulent or while she is subject to undue
influence.
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Fraud is Hard to Fight in Court
The fundamental problem in fashioning solutions to elder financial abuse is that the
law does not recognize “diminished financial capacity.” It only recognizes capacity
and incapacity. There are currently two legal solutions to protect against incapacity:
guardianships and trusts. Both have significant drawbacks.
The shortcomings of the guardianship system are well documented: Judges sometimes
appoint guardians ad litem based on scant evidence and then fail to exercise sufficient
oversight or hold them accountable, leaving the seniors’ lives and finances controlled by
strangers in their final years. In many cases, the deprivation of autonomy is unwarranted.

Trusts also often fall short. Revocable trusts provide little protection against
fraud because the senior is her own trustee. Irrevocable trusts require the
appointment of a trustee, which raises issues of honesty and competence. Also,
they can be expensive to set up and maintain. More importantly, most people do
not want to give up control of their assets while they are competent.
The law works against seniors in other ways: The simple act of recording a
notarized agreement confers upon it such a strong presumption of legitimacy
that the burden falls on the victim to prove fraud. For a senior citizen who may be
isolated and afraid, or suffering from impaired memory, hearing or vision—and who
does not have a lot of money to spend on lawyers—recovery often is impossible.
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Worse yet, even if a victim succeeds in proving she was defrauded into selling or
giving away her home, or into taking out a mortgage on which she later defaulted,
if the bad actor has sold its interest to a third party, she probably will not recover
her home or funds unless she can prove the third party knew or should have
known that its interest had originally been fraudulently obtained.6
The rationale for tolerating such draconian outcomes are the presumptions that
defrauded property owners know they have been defrauded, are able to put
prospective purchasers on notice that the title is contested, and can go to court to
vindicate their interests. Of course, if those presumptions were always true then
no one would ever lose their home through fraud.

Three Types of Victims
A study of elder financial abuse cases reveals three types of victims: those who do not
know they have been defrauded; those who know but lack the resources or evidence
to pursue remedies; and those who are not cognitively, physically or emotionally able to
protect themselves or seek help.
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SafetyDeed’s Defense in Depth Title Protection System

This means that to be effective any system for preventing elder financial abuse must
work regardless of the victim’s awareness of being defrauded, must provide evidentiary
or other resources to assist in recovery and prosecution, and must work even if the
victim lacks the strength or will to fight.
One legal scholar, Professor Kurt Eggert of Chapman University School of Law, has
suggested that senior citizens might record covenants against the titles to their homes
repudiating repugnant loan terms or excessive rates and fees.7 Although this approach
would be effective against predatory lending, it would not prevent a senior from
taking out an otherwise legitimate loan for illegitimate purposes, perhaps under undue
influence. It also would not stop fraudulent sales or title transfers.
As Professor Eggert further notes, the issues raised by the self-limitation of autonomy
by seniors are complex and wide-reaching, both for individuals and society.
The SEC advises older Americans to “consider asking a trusted friend or relative to join
you on periodic visits to your financial professional. This would give someone you trust a
sense of your financial situation and with whom you’ve been doing business.”
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It cautions, however, that “[i]f you choose to involve a relative or friend, it is very
important it is someone you are sure you can trust.”8
The fact is most people do not want to give up their independence and privacy by
involving others in their day-to-day financial affairs. Furthermore, friends and family are
not always available to help, not always sophisticated enough to help, and, as the SEC
warns, not always honest.

Lessons from the Cybersecurity Arena
Even while America is struggling to cope with elder financial abuse, it is being challenged
to respond to another threat that employs many of the same techniques as those used
to defraud seniors: cybercrime.
Scams in which fraudsters pose as IRS agents, tech support operators, and even
grandchildren are the senior fraud equivalents of phishing and Trojan Horse attacks.
Large-scale institutional frauds, such as those that have been perpetrated by some
banks, are analogous to Advanced Persistent Threats posed by state actors.
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Like the victims of elder financial abuse,
victims of cybercrimes fail to detect
attacks, fail to verify the identities of
counterparties, and fail to discover harmful
content. They also often lack awareness
about new methods of attack, trust the
wrong parties, and fail to put protective
systems in place. These similarities
suggest that successful responses to
one type of systemic threat might inform
efforts to address the other.

Real Property Transaction
Security

Cybersecurity experts emphasize that
vigilance is critical. However, they do not

In a secure real property transaction

rely on user education and awareness

environment, only “good” transactions

alone. Rather, they employ a layered

would be enforced by the courts. Good

approach that also incorporates hardware,

transactions are ones that:

software, and expert human surveillance.
This approach is called “Defense in Depth.”

a. identify all the parties, including agents,
intermediaries and real parties in

In a Defense in Depth operating
environment, identities are authenticated,
systems are compartmentalized, data is
scanned, events are logged, and users
have defined roles and authorities. In this

interest;
b. preserve records in verifiable and
accessible archives;
c. deprive subsequent owners of

way, only good commands get through to

fraudulently obtained interests of legal

critical systems.

defenses against claims brought by
defrauded parties;
d. are entered into by parties
exercising awareness, judgment, and
independence;
e. are appropriately priced; and
f. are memorialized in final agreements
that reflect both parties’ understanding
and expectations.
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The Defense in Depth Title Protection System™
SafetyDeed’s Defense in Depth Title Protection System is a private transaction platform
that enforces these conditions. The System requires a homeowner to agree to three
conditions:
1. All future transactions involving the title to her home must involve SafetyDeed.
2. Up to three of her trusted family members, friends or advisors—or her attorney—
must be made aware of transactions before they are consummated.
3. She must retain legal counsel if SafetyDeed asks her to.

Level 1: Protecting the Title
Preventing seniors from ever coming into contact with bad actors—in their homes, on the
telephone, through the Internet, or on the street—is not a realistic goal. But it is possible
to prevent bad actors from ever coming into contact with the titles to their homes.
In the American legal system, property interests are recorded in a public ledger
maintained by a government agency, such as a Recorder of Deeds or county land office.
Future interest holders, including purchasers and lenders, are presumed to know about
prior existing claims against a property’s title if they have been recorded.
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A senior using the Defense in Depth Title Protection System promises
SafetyDeed in writing that she will not modify, alienate, mortgage or pledge
the title to her home during her lifetime without satisfying certain conditions
that SafetyDeed promises to enforce. The promises and conditions are
memorialized in a signed and notarized Senior Homeowner Equity & Realty
Protection Agreement (SHERPA™ agreement).
SafetyDeed records the homeowner’s promise against the title to her home
in the form of a covenant. This gives prospective buyers, lenders, giftees
and other interest holders constructive notice that future contracts for
sale, mortgages and other agreements are not valid unless SafetyDeed has
certified that the promisor’s conditions have been met, as evidenced by a
Certificate of Compliance signed by SafetyDeed. Buyers or lenders who
circumvent SafetyDeed cannot claim to be bona fide purchasers or perfect
their interests and purchasers of uncertified promissory notes cannot claim to
be holders in due course. This means they cannot go to court to enforce their
non-compliant agreements.9
The covenant shifts the burden of proof of legitimacy from the homeowner onto
the transferee or mortgagee. Instead of requiring a senior fighting an order for
sale or eviction to prove she was defrauded, it is the party seeking to invoke the
court’s authority who must prove that the transaction through which it received
its alleged interest complied with the terms of the SHERPA covenant.
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This technique also prevents bad actors or their transferees from claiming bona fide
purchaser or holder in due course protections. This is because upon inspecting the
title—a step that any good faith purchaser would take—the prospective holder would
discover that the required license was missing and therefore there was reasonable
doubt as to the validity of the underlying conveyance or mortgage agreement.
Under the terms of the SHERPA agreement, SafetyDeed must grant the homeowner
a license to enter into an enforceable transaction upon demand if and only if the
protective procedures set forth in the agreement have been complied with. Those
procedures are worked out in advance with the homeowner.
Both the protective covenant and the Certificate of Compliance bear unforgeable digital
signatures and instructions on how to verify them. Thus, any subsequently recorded but
unsigned agreement purporting to transfer, modify or pledge the title is presumptively
invalid. To be enforceable, an interest must have been obtained through a licensed
transaction. This allows SafetyDeed to compel prospective interest holders to comply
with the conditions set forth in the SHERPA agreement.
This also has the salutary effect of inhibiting bad actors’ access to capital because it impedes
their ability to sell fraudulently originated promissory notes on the secondary market.

Level 2: Counterparty Security
Cybersecurity systems protect against threats from insiders, freelance hackers, and
state-sponsored institutions. Elder abuse prevention systems must guard against family
members, caregivers, strangers, and companies that prey upon seniors.
Regulators fight investor abuse and money laundering by requiring financial institutions
to “Know Your Customer.” In the cyber arena, software programs perform cryptographic
handshakes to verify each others’ identities. But consumers —particularly victims of
fraud—often do not know whom they are dealing with.
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The Defense in Depth Title Protection System uses third-party services to verify
the identities of parties that want to do business with SafetyDeed’s clients. It
further requires that they disclose the identities of their principals and of the
owners of any entities, such as LLCs, they work through.
Prospective lenders and transferees must then describe their relationships with
the homeowners and make other disclosures and affirmative representations
regarding their transactions.
Parties who are to be paid by the client or out of the proceeds of a transaction,
including real estate agents, mortgage brokers, attorneys, settlement agents, and
title insurance agents, may also be required to verify their identities.

Level 3: Transaction Security
Many victims of elder financial abuse sign contracts without understanding or even
reading them.
SafetyDeed requires prospective counterparties to make plain language disclosures
similar to those required by RESPA and TILA. Small private lenders, cash purchasers, and
gift recipients must provide disclosures even if they are exempt from federal and state
disclosure laws. Also, they must stipulate that any material misrepresentation would be
grounds for rescission and a cause of action by both the homeowner and SafetyDeed.
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Counterparties must provide SafetyDeed with copies of the agreements to be executed,
as well as copies of any appraisals, loan estimates, closing disclosures, good faith
estimates, settlement statements, HUD-1 statements, and all other relevant documents.
These documents are stored in a secure virtual data room—along with the SHERPA
agreement and SafetyDeed’s records—where the homeowner, her attorney, and advisors
can safely review them.
Recording the protective covenant, verifying the identities of counterparties, requiring
disclosures and representations, obtaining and preserving critical documents, and
signing the Certificate of Compliance constitute the Defense in Depth Title Protection
System’s outer protective layers.

Level 4: Human Review
To enter into a good transaction, a person must be aware of its nature, purpose, and
terms, be able to exercise judgment, and be independent.
Awareness can suffer if there is a decline in vision, hearing, or memory. Judgment can
fail if a person is unable or unwilling to think logically or to understand and weigh the
merits, risks, and consequences of a transaction, perhaps due to depression, medication,
or even hunger. A person might not feel free to act independently because she fears
being abandoned or abused.
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Homeowners may nominate up to three persons they know and trust who must be
notified in advance about transactions involving their homes. These “Reviewers” are not
guardians. They do not have to give their permission for a transaction to proceed. Their
job is to look for red flags, including suspicious counterparties, unclear or unreasonable
purposes for transactions, and prices or terms that are too high, too low, or too
generous.
Other than being an heir or beneficiary under a will disclosed to SafetyDeed, a Reviewer
may not have an interest in a transaction. To guard against the appointment of a bad
actor as a Reviewer, SafetyDeed conducts background checks and requires Reviewer
nominees to approve one another.
Before a transaction may proceed, a majority of Reviewers must certify to SafetyDeed
that they have discussed it with the homeowner and have no concerns about her
awareness, judgment or independence, or about its terms.

If a Reviewer raises a concern about a
transaction or about the homeowner’s
awareness, judgment or independence,
SafetyDeed will require the homeowner to
retain legal counsel to represent it in the
transaction. SafetyDeed may also require
the homeowner to retain counsel for any
other reason.
In this way, seniors retain their autonomy
and give up control only to the extent that
they cannot sell, give away or mortgage their
homes without the people closest to them—
or their attorneys—being notified in advance.
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Level 5: Legal Review
Homeowners are safest when they have experienced legal counsel advising them in
transactions. Other intermediaries often are not fiduciaries and any problems uncovered
during a transaction, such as misrepresentation, abuse, or cognitive decline would
require urgent and expert intervention.
An attorney can review the fine print, conduct negotiations and investigations, and serve
as a bulwark against abusive family members or acquaintances. “I have to talk to my
lawyer” can also be strong protection against scammers and aggressive salespeople and
counterparties but only if the senior really has a lawyer.

The Defense in Depth Title Protection System refines
protections established by two recently enacted and one
long-standing federal regulation.
FINRA Rule 4512 requires broker-dealers

from accounts held by persons 65 and older—

to request from their clients the name

or by other persons they suspect of having

of a Trusted Contact whom they may

mental or physical impairments that render

contact if they reasonably believe them

them unable to protect their own interests—

to be undergoing or at risk of financial

if they reasonably believe them to be

exploitation.

undergoing or at risk of financial exploitation.

SafetyDeed clients may nominate up to

Other than attempting to alert a client’s

three Trusted Contacts (Reviewers) and

Trusted Contact (if there is one) Rule 2165

must have legal counsel if there are fewer

does not provide an escalation path or

than two available to review a transaction.

resolution mechanism. As one brokerdealer complained, “FINRA now would like

FINRA Rule 2165 permits broker-dealers to

us to use our judgment to perform social

withhold disbursements for up to 25 days

work.”10
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SafetyDeed’s clients agree that if any

Evaluating the appropriateness of a person’s

Reviewer—or SafetyDeed—raises a

important life decisions, even in an advisory

concern about their awareness, judgment

capacity, requires a familiarity with her

or independence they will forbear from

circumstances, personality and history that a

entering into a transaction until they are

stranger—or even a recently retained lawyer—

represented by counsel.

usually does not have.

FINRA Rule 2111(a) requires broker-dealers

A SafetyDeed client may nominate up to three

to have a reasonable basis for believing

people who know her to review future title-

that a recommended investment is suitable

related transactions with her. If any questions

for a client, taking into account various

arise, legal counsel must be retained.

factors, including age.

Clients may alert their lawyers to future transactions by naming them as Reviewers. They
may also stipulate that they must have legal representation in all future transactions
regardless of whether a Reviewer or SafetyDeed raises a red flag.
If counsel is required, the homeowner may use her own attorney if she provided
SafetyDeed with his or her name at least six months prior to the transaction. Otherwise,
SafetyDeed will direct the homeowner to an attorney referral service. This is to prevent
the client from being steered to a dishonest attorney.11
The SHERPA agreement gives SafetyDeed a durable power of attorney to examine and
copy all records pertaining to transactions involving its clients’ titles, including privileged
documents. It also gives SafetyDeed the right to pursue property-related claims on
behalf of its clients’ estates.
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Level 6: Cryptographic Protection
The protective covenant recorded by SafetyDeed prevents future unlicensed claims
from being enforced. Therefore, a license must be recorded in conjunction with all future
agreements in order for legitimate transferees and security holders to perfect their
interests, i.e., make them enforceable.
Once the requirements of the SHERPA agreement have been satisfied, SafetyDeed
will deliver a Certificate of Compliance to the homeowner, which the counterparty may
record with the executed agreement to perfect its interest. Each certificate incorporates
a term sheet describing the approved agreement and bears a digital signature encoded
with the critical values in the term sheet. The signature is created with the same
cryptographic key used to sign the protective covenant. It cannot be forged or copied
onto other agreements and is easy to verify.12

After the transaction agreement and certificate have been
recorded, SafetyDeed will compare the recorded agreement
with the one that was submitted to it for review and that
was licensed. If they materially differ, SafetyDeed will record
a Certificate of Non-Compliance against the title and alert
the homeowner, her attorney, and her Reviewers.13
SafetyDeed’s cryptographic signature cannot be
repudiated. Once a certificate has been issued, a buyer,
lender, title insurer, or holder in due course may rely
upon it as evidence that a transaction was certified by
SafetyDeed as complying with the requirements of the
SHERPA agreement.
In addition to utilizing secure cloud storage for digital
information, Senior Safe leverages blockchain technology
to improve document control and audit compliance.
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Triggering the System’s Protections
Not all seniors, especially those in their younger years, will want the SHERPA
agreement to go into effect immediately. Nevertheless, it is difficult to put
defenses in place after a person develops diminished financial capacity or comes
under undue influence.
Therefore, although the SHERPA agreement must be effective upon signing, its
protections can be configured as a springing provision in the covenant.
Rather than coming into effect when the SHERPA agreement is signed, the Title
Protection System can be activated upon the occurrence of a certain future event
of the homeowner’s choosing.
For example, the protections can be set to go into effect the month a senior turns
80 years old or upon the death of her spouse. Until then, the SHERPA agreement is
dormant and transactions may proceed without SafetyDeed’s involvement.

Intelligence Gathering
Cybersecurity companies maintain lists of suspicious or harmful Internet addresses, the
Treasury Department maintains lists of entities banks may not do business with, and
lenders perform credit checks.
However, although a single bad actor can defraud dozens or even hundreds of people
using the same name or through related entities, senior citizens currently have no reliable
way to identify suspect counterparties.
SafetyDeed maintains lists of possible bad actors developed from court documents,
through privileged communications with its clients’ attorneys, and from other sources.
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Revocation
A SHERPA agreement may be revoked through a request in writing from the homeowner’s
attorney and after following the procedures for certifying other transactions.
A homeowner may make a SHERPA Agreement irrevocable upon the occurrence of a
future event, such as reaching a milestone birthday or the death of her spouse

Fees
SafetyDeed charges an initial fee, which includes the fee for processing the first
transaction. Fees are charged for additional transactions and services, such as changing
Reviewers or revoking the SHERPA agreement. There are no monthly fees or commissions.

The Future of Title Protection
Predatory lending and title theft are complex crimes that exploit weaknesses in the law
and human behavior. Although there are no perfect defenses, the Defense in Depth Title
Protection System is a multilayered solution that applies tools and techniques that have
been used successfully in other arenas to address similar problems.
SafetyDeed looks forward to working with seniors and their families, advisors,
and insurers to make SHERPA agreements part of the standard of care for senior
homeowners. Together, we can help seniors sleep soundly knowing their homes will be
protected no matter what life may bring.
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